
Multi-Bot Fulfilment Solution
From disruptor to the new normal 
– the future of robotics in a post-pandemic world
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Introduction
At the height of the COVID-19 pandemic in the United States, approximately 
95% of all Americans were under orders from their state and local 
governments to remain at home.  The situation was repeated around the 
globe. The devastating impact this has had on economies around the world is 
considerable, and the fallout will be felt for years to come. 

Nevertheless, opportunities will 
emerge in the new normal and those 
businesses quickest to adapt will 
inevitably be the most successful. 

The global trend during lockdown 
saw demand for essential goods 
such as food and drink, toiletries and 
pharmaceuticals escalate to the point 
where warehouses and distribution 
centres saw levels of activity equal 
–  if not exceed - traditional peak 
periods on an almost daily basis.  
This placed considerable strain on 
supply chains.

With the implementation of lockdown, 
demand from the e-commerce sector 
surged, adding extra pressure to an 
already burgeoning sector.  
The situation therefore raises 

inevitable questions; is our logistics 
industry fit for purpose and what 
forces will come into play to help 
shape the economy of tomorrow?

Disruptive technology was reshaping 
industry way before lockdown and 
will become increasingly more 
important over the next decade. 
Robotics is one of these disruptors. 
Robots are now an accepted part 
of the factory and warehouse and 
with their ability to perform basic 
functions, they have improved the 
efficiency of many a workplace.  
But the ability of robotics to be a 
force for change under the new 
normal will depend on how widely 
this technology is deployed – and 
how quickly.
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Supply Chain Strain
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The surge in demand prompted by lockdown placed a severe strain on the 
e-commerce fulfilment sector. Almost overnight, the warehousing and logistics 
industry was forced to adapt from an established pattern of spend with steady 
10% year-on-year growth to one completely unrecognisable. The explosion 
in demand, coming without any significant change in infrastructure, placed a 
severe burden on a system that whilst not rigid, was nevertheless unprepared 
for such rapid change.

If warehouse operators had difficulty 
securing enough labour under the 
established order of things, then 
suddenly faced with such a tsunami 
of orders, the inadequacies of the 
industry were thrown into sharp 
focus. 

The development of e-commerce 
operations down the years has raised 
consumer expectations considerably, 
to the point where they now expect to 
receive their orders not in a matter of 
days, but hours. Lockdown disrupted 
these timescales and the weight of 

customer expectations has added 
more pressure on the supply chain. 
Therefore, the sector must be ready 
to adapt – and adapt quickly.

“(Robots)  
could have just as 

profound an impact 
as the way we work, 

communicate, learn and 
entertain ourselves as 

the PC has had over the 
last 30 years.”

Bill Gates,  
Founder, Microsoft (2014)
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Effective Solutions
The ability of technology to deliver change is widely recognised across industry 
– and the warehousing and logistics is no different.

With restrictions on human interaction brought about by the pandemic, the use 
of automated alternatives to traditional labour are gaining prominence. But the 
question is, which technology offers the most effective solution to the challenge 
of increasing productivity without increasing manpower?

“Productivity 
levels have 
doubled – 

and we think 
there’s room 

for more.”
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Autonomous Mobile Robots (AMR) offer many advantages to boosting productivity 
in a warehouse. Deployment of a fleet of robots, such as Locus Robotics’ 
LocusBot, within such a facility has proven results, with companies adopting the 
technology seeing on average, a doubling – even a trebling - of productivity.

The versatile solution can be 
deployed within a matter of weeks, 
causing minimal disruption to 
existing operations. In addition, it 
can scale to meet demand and due 
to the Robots as a Service (RaaS) 
model adopted by Locus, is available 
at low cost when considered against 
traditional labour alternatives, 
drastically reducing Return on 
Investment timescales.

The AMR deployment ratio sees 
multiple robots operating per 
human worker, with the multi-bots 
all operating independently. This 
ensures robots and humans are both 
operating as independent agents 
within the warehouse. 

The deployment process is quick and 
efficient, and in most cases, without 
the need for dedicated infrastructure. 
The AMR software maps the 
warehouse floor, enabling the robot 
to use its LIDAR – Light Detection 

and Ranging – system to navigate  
its way through the aisles to the 
location of its pick.  

The LocusBot solution will optimise 
a picking process for various vectors. 
For example, in the same way 
you would maximise density on a 
cart, you can maximise the load a 
robot can carry. The Locus system 
efficiently sends the robots to their 
locations so even carrying one pick 
at a time on the LocusBot can be 
more efficient than having a worker 
walk around the warehouse with a 
huge cart pulling multiple large items. 

The AMR system is smart enough 
to read all the information within 
a warehouse grid and the Locus 
program will determine the best route 
to optimise order performance. 

Another example is to maximise 
density per aisle. If the robot is 
tasked with picking 15 items within 

an order, it will not simply select 
the next 15 items in the queue but 
will select from the thousands of 
items in the order pool depending 
on proximity. The Locus system 
determines which items are nearest 
to the robot and sends it to the 
appropriate picker. This can be 
programmed for all types of orders 
coming through the system. 

In this way, the only labour in the 
warehouse that is responsible for 
the start and finish of the order is 
the robot itself. As orders are divided 
between the multi-bots, so cycle 
times are drastically reduced. 

On average, there are three to four 
bots per worker in the warehouse.  
So, if a human worker took an hour to 
complete their picking assignment, 
spreading that work onto the available 
robots means the mission could be 
completed in less than 20 minutes, 
drastically improving efficiency.

2X-3X
LEARN MORE

IMPROVED 
PRODUCTIVITY

www.locusrobotics.com
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Conclusion  
Success in the new normal will be difficult to quantify but much will depend 
on how business leaders react to the crisis created by the pandemic and how 
willing they are to embrace change.

Businesses which adapt fastest to 
the demands of the ‘new normal’ are 
likely to be the ones which do not just 
survive, but ultimately flourish.

In terms of e-commerce fulfilment, 
those businesses predisposed 
to see robotics as the means to 
deliver change will likely be the most 
successful. 

However, those which delay 
deployment decisions are likely to 
get left behind and lose competitive 
advantage, such is the rate of change 
in the technology.

John Santagate, Research Director, 
Commercial Service Robotics, IDC 
offers some good advice here. He 
states: “Don’t wait to start evaluating 
this technology. If you wait, by 

the time you get around to it, the 
technology will have changed. This 
technology is changing so fast, it 
is better to get engaged today and 
start plotting your path forward. Get 
engaged with the robotic vendor eco-
system so that you are ready as they 
evolve, and you know what is coming 
down the pipe.” 1

The potential  
offered by  

robotics to achieve  
scalable growth in a 
warehouse is one of 
the most powerful 
tools available to  

the sector.

1 Innovation Acceleration – www.locusrobotics.com 

www.locusrobotics.com


Locus Robotics Leads AMRs in ROI
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Locus Robotics is the market leader in Autonomous Mobile Robots (AMR) for 
fulfilment warehouses. The company has quickly become the leading warehouse 
robotics solution provider for retailers and third-party logistics (3PL) operators, 
industrial/automotive, and healthcare companies worldwide that are looking to 
meet the shifting demands of the booming e-commerce and fulfilment market.

Global e-commerce sales were 
expected to top $4.2 trillion in 2020 
and reach more than $6.5 trillion 
by 2023, with more than 2.1 billion 
shoppers expected to purchase 
goods and services online by 2021 
(Statista). However, with the surge 
in demand prompted by lockdown, 
these figures could rise considerably. 

Locus’s collaborative robots work 
safely with human employees,  
driving productivity to ensure that 

retailers and 3PL providers can  
keep up with higher volume and  
increasing consumer demand, 
despite the widespread scarcity of 
warehouse labour.

Typically, Locus customers see a 
Return on Investment of an average 
129% in less than six months and 
the deployment can be completed 
in as little as four weeks, keeping 
disruption to a minimum. The 
company currently has 28 customers 

throughout the United States and 
Europe, with about 50 deployment 
sites amongst them. 

Even before Covid-19, the AMR 
solution supplied by Locus was 
identified as the future of order 
fulfilment. 

For more information visit  
www.locusrobotics.com

About Locus Robotics

eBook Download
To discover how the LocusBot can be the 
solution to your productivity challenge, 
download our new eBook HERE

www.locusrobotics.com/get-started/ebook-supply-chain-robots/
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